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Introduction
During the last three decades the question on which firms are the most important net job creators has triggered heated discussions in both, the academic community and among policy makers. Starting with the early insights provided by Birch (1979) the debate centered around the issue whether small or large firms are more successful in creating jobs. A recent study by Neumark et al. (2011) reinforced the crucial role of small firms for net job creation while Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda (2012) (hereafter HJM), applying employment-weighted OLS estimation, highlighted the so far neglected role of firm age. Based on an impressive sample of US firms the latter find that young firms, irrespective of their size, are the most important contributors to job creation.
A careful empirical analysis of job creation across different types of firms (small, large, young and old ones) has to take into account several different sources of net job creation or destruction. By definition, newly founded firms create jobs while exiting firms destroy jobs. Additionally, continuing firms adjust their size and might either increase or decrease their level of employment. Taking these arguments together, when analyzing the determinants of net job creation, one has to simultaneously examine firm entry, firm exit and firm growth to address this issue accurately. In their seminal contributions, Davis and Haltiwanger (1992) (hereafter DH) and Davis, Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996) (hereafter DHS) proposed a new measure of job creation that permits such an integrated treatment of firm exit, firm entry and firm growth (of continuing firms). In particular, the DHS measure (as discussed in more detail below) implies a growth rate of exiting (entering) firms of -2 (2) while continuing firms might exhibit any growth rates in the open interval of -2 and 2. This job creation measure provides a convenient way to (descriptively) calculate the relative importance of firm entry and firm exit for net job creation.
The discontinuities at -2 and 2 of the DHS growth rate distribution might, however, cause econometric problems when applying ordinary least squares (OLS) to firm level data. 1 The literature so far has suggested three different approaches to overcome this problem: First, some studies account for these discontinuities by the inclusion of entry and/or exit dummy variables, respectively, and estimate the resulting model by simple (employment-weighted) OLS (see, e.g., Burgess et al. 2000; Faberman 2003; Vodopivec 2002, 2003; Voulgaris et al. 2005 as well as HJM). Second, some authors argue that the DHS growth rate induces censoring at the interval [−2, 2] and, thus, apply Tobit estimation (see, e.g., Ibsen and Westergaard-Nielsen 2005; Ilmakunnas and Maliranta 2005; Guertzgen 2009 ). The Tobit model, however, is not appropriate in this case, since it assumes a distribution of firm level job creation rates with support outside the interval [−2, 2]. Finally, Baldwin et al. (1998) , Stiglbauer et al. 2003, Armington and Acs (2004) , Fuchs and Weyh (2010) , HJM or Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2012) among others, construct cell averages of the DHS growth rate in order to avoid these problems. HJM also demonstrate that this latter approach is equivalent to applying employment-weighted OLS to firm level data. 2 This paper shows that employment-weighted OLS estimation applied to DHS job creation rates at the firm level provides misleading estimates of conditional means. The reason for this is that for such data with boundary points at −2 and 2 OLS, in general, leads to biased and inconsistent slope estimates which, in turn, also affects the estimates of the employment-weighted conditional means. Consequently, cell-averaged OLS regressions also deliver biased conditional mean estimates. Moreover, we explore the impact of this bias on studies such as Voulgaris et al. (2005) and HJM that analyze the contribution of firm size and age to overall job creation in this way.
The bias of the simple OLS estimator does not come as a surprise as the distribution of the generalized DHS growth rate is discontinuous at the boundary values of −2 and 2. Applying (employment-weighted) OLS to a model with the DHS growth rate on the left hand side comprises two sources for a bias: First, there is an approximation bias when viewing the DHS growth rate as a linear approximation of the log change in firm size. Second and more importantly, the boundary values for entering and exiting firms induce a bias stemming from a lack of variation in the DHS job creation rate of these firms on the one hand, but variation in the explanatory variables on the other hand. In addition, this model pools over the groups of entering, continuing and exiting firms assuming the same marginal effect of age and size, respectively. For that reason, we propose an alternative maximum likelihood estimator that treats continuing firms, entrants and exiting firms separately. In line with the firm growth literature (see, e.g., Sutton 1997; Hart 2000 and Coad 2009 for surveys), our approach is based on the assumption of a lognormal firm size distribution for the continuing firms. This three-part procedure allows to consistently estimate the effects of firm size and age for job creation and to aggregate (average) marginal effects for specific groups of firms.
A small-scale Monte Carlo analysis confirms our analytical results, indicating that the alternative ML estimator delivers consistent estimates while the OLS estimator of the HJM approximation is biased and inconsistent. There we also show that this bias carries-over to the estimation of employment-weighted conditional means when applying weighted OLS. Finally, we apply unweighted and weighted OLS as well as the maximum likelihood estimator to a sample of Austrian firms and show that employment-weighted OLS estimation provides unreliable conditional means. This is again due to the bias of the OLS estimator which in quantitative terms is non-negligible. Our estimates indicate that, in total, the unweighted HJM estimator underestimates the overall impact of heterogeneity in firm size and age on job creation by approximately 18% while the weighting scheme proposed by HJM leads to an overestimated overall impact of 5%. For the unweighted case, the bias mainly originates from a severe underestimation of job creation by small firms. Similar to Neumark et al (2011) , our empirical estimates support the view that in Austria the small rather than young firms are the most important net job creators.
2 The econometrics of job creation rates DH, DHS and HJM suggest to measure net job creation from period t − 1 to t of firm i by
where y it denotes a firm's number of employees in t. The main advantage of this measure is that (net) job creation rates are defined for all observations, i.e., also for entries (y i,t−1 = 0) and exits (y it = 0) and that it can easily be used to calculate aggregated figures. However, this convenience comes at the cost of discontinuities of the distribution of g it at −2 and 2. In a list of 10 alternative measures surveyed by Tornqvist et al. (1985) , g it (denoted there as H 3 ) is shown to be a useful measure for relative changes, but to be non-additive. The log difference ln(y it /y i,t−1 ) is found to be preferable as it is the only measure of relative change that is symmetric, additive and normed. Of course, the drawback of the log differences as a measure of relative change is that it is not defined for y it = 0 and y i,t−1 = 0, respectively.
In specifying the underlying data generating process and to analyze econometric models for the conditional mean of g it as carried out in HJM, we follow the large literature on the determinants of firm growth (see, e.g., Sutton 1997; Hart 2000 and Coad 2009 for surveys). In particular, for continuing firms we consider the log change in firm size l it = ln(y it ) − ln(y i,t−1 ) and derive the implied growth rate g it = g(l it ) assuming
where ln z it denotes the conditional mean. 3 ln η it is an iid random disturbance with expectation 0. For continuing firms the conditional expectation of g it is nonlinear in l it and the DHS growth rate is given by
if y i,t−1 = 0 (entry).
For y it = 0 and y i,t−1 = 0, the linear approximation of g(l it ) at 0 is given by
implying that for continuing firms the specification used in HJM may be interpreted as a linear approximation of g it in terms of l it .
In order to parameterize the change in firm size, we follow HJM and assume that the conditional mean implied by the approximation of g it by l it is specified as ln z it = x it β+α n d it,n . d it,n takes the value of 1 if the firm enters and 0 otherwise. x it is a (K × 1) vector of exogenous variables with the corresponding parameter vector β. Note, in line with HJM we
This model implies that the conditional expectation of g it is linear, while that of l it is non-linear. However, at −2 < g it < 2 the linear approximation of l it at 0 yields l it ≈ g it , since
do not include a dummy for exiting firms. The resulting model pools over all three groups of entering, exiting and continuing firms and, hence, uses all observations. Formally, it is given by
(1)
In the Appendix we show that applying (weighted or unweighted) OLS to this model with the DHS growth rate as the dependent variable yields biased and inconsistent estimates. In general, the bias results from pooling the observations of the groups of exiting, entering and continuing firms in a single model assuming that the marginal impact of the exogenous variables is the same for all three groups and by the lack of variation of the disturbances g it in case of exiting and entering firms. These firms have either g it = 2 or g it = −2 and, therefore, non-stochastic error terms given by ε it = −2 − x it β and ε it = 2 − x it β−α n , respectively. Furthermore, applying the Frisch, Waugh and Lovell theorem (see, e.g., Davidson and Mackinnon 1993) to get rid of the entry dummy shows that the bias stemming from the entrants also depends on the variation in the right hand side variables within this group as collected in x it . However, it seems that the inclusion of dummies for entering and exiting firms substantially reduces the bias.
HJM emphasize that it proves convenient to apply weighted regressions using cell weights w it = y it + y i,t−1 / n h t k=1 y kt + y k,t−1 for each cell h. Its worth nothing, that the bias carries-over to weighted OLS regressions as applied by HJM. In the two way model with main size and age effects, but without interaction effects, the weighted OLS estimator of β implies a model prediction that coincides with the cell means referring to the respective size and age groups. While this may be a convenient way to describe the data in a cross tabulation, it is does not yield an estimator of the marginal effects or conditional means as reflected in the model parameters. 4 Specifically, our result implies that the employmentweighted conditional means calculated by HJM are only imperfect estimates for the true marginal effects of firm size and firm age for net job creation, respectively. In addition, an unresolved issue is that the weights as applied by HJM and the related literature are endogenous as these themselves depend on g it via y it (for more details, see the discussion on the calculation of counterfactuals in Section 4 below). To our knowledge, an analytical solution to this endogenous weights problem so far does not exist, so we take up this issue in our Monte Carlo experiments below.
As an alternative that avoids this bias, one can formulate a three-part model that allows to estimate separate equations for the entering, exiting and continuing firms. For simplicity, we assume that η it is distributed as iid lognormal so that a consistent ML estimator can easily be derived. 5 The density with respect to the log difference in firm size of the continuing firms (i.e., conditional on y it = 0 and y i,t−1 = 0) is given by
where we denote the probability of entry by p it and that of exit by q(x it ), respectively. The parameter vector of the model for the probability of exit q(x it ) may be estimated by a separate Probit model. By contrast, the probability of entry p it can hardly be estimated using an econometric model at the firm level and, thus, will be treated as constant within industries and years. Then, the contribution to the likelihood function referring to period t can be written as (see the Appendix, for more details)
In the Appendix we also demonstrate that under constant entry rates (within industries and years) the ML estimator of p it can be derived as nn,t nt , where n n,t denotes the number of entering firms, n x,t the number of exiting firms and n t is the number of all firms in the sample. 6 Lastly, the parameters of the specification for the continuing firms, β and σ 2 , can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood based on the density from equation (2) excluding the observations referring to entering and exiting firms. As demonstrated in Footnote 5, the ML estimates of the β parameters are numerically equivalent to the OLS estimates in a regression with the left hand side variable measured as log difference in firm size.
In order to analyze the overall impact of firm size and firm age on net job creation, we have to aggregate individual job creation rates within different firm groups. Based on the DHS approach the job creation rates for various groups of firms (e.g., industry, size and 5 To obtain the density in terms of g it we use the transformation η it = 1 zit 2+git 2−git and ∂ηit ∂git = 1 zit 4 (2−git) 2 . Therefore, the distribution of the growth rate of the continuing firms can be derived as
Note that ln(2 + g it ) − ln(2 − g it ) = l it and, thus, the parameter estimates of the resulting model are numerically identical to the OLS estimates of a model with l it as dependent variable.
6 In a more general specification the entry rates may be explained by industry specific variables instead of taking them as exogenously given. age classes) with index h that are populated by n h t firms are calculated as
or, equivalently, as
Equations (3) and (4) show that there is no need to estimate a pooled model as in HJM (see column 5 in their Table 2 ). By contrast, it is possible to recover the net job creation rates by calculating g h t or predictions thereof for the continuing firms and adding the corresponding (weighted) rates referring to the entering and exiting firms, respectively.
Monte Carlo simulation
In order to analyze the properties of the above discussed estimators in finite samples, we generate DHS job creation rates between time T and 0 in a cross-section of continuing firms according to the following econometric model:
where x i1 (firm size) takes the value of 1, if a generated lognormal random variable is larger than its median value and x i2 (firm age) is a dummy which equals 1 if a generated uniform random variable is larger than its respective median. Both of them are fixed in repeated samples. beta 1 and β 2 denote the conditional mean parameters to be estimated. Log initial size, ln(y i0 ), is generated as iid N (0, 1) and also kept fixed in repeated samples. It is also independent of η i . So by construction this setting rules out any bias due to regression to the mean effects. Lastly, ln η i is generated as iid N (0, σ 2 ). The true data generating process assumes parameter values β 1 = β 2 = −0.1 and β 0 = 0.05. Put differently, the marginal effects for being large and being old are assumed to be −0.1, respectively. The contrasts defined by the difference of the employment-weighted conditional means between the large and small and old and young firms, respectively, should likewise yield these values of −0.1.
In order to obtain groups of entering and exiting firms, we generate a Bernoulli random variable d i,x that sets y iT = 0 with probability q and a second one, d i,n , which sets y i0 = 0 with probability p. For the entering firms (at d i,n = 1) we set x i2 to zero, since in empirical data the entering firms are, by definition, in the youngest age group. Lastly, we calculate the DHS growth rate which is given by g iT = 2 y iT −y i0 y iT +y i0 .
In the Monte Carlo analysis, we carry out alternative experiments that consider combinations of p ∈ {0, 0.2}, q ∈ {0, 0.2} and σ ∈ {0.1, 0.5}. Four different estimators are of interest: The HJM employment-weighted OLS estimator as well as its non-weighted counterpart based on all observations, the OLS estimator using only the continuing firms without the dummy for entering firms and, lastly, the ML estimator with the log difference in firm size as the dependent variable. In Table 1 we report the bias, the root mean square error (RMSE) (both multiplied by 100) and the rejection rates under H 0 of t-tests for β 1 = −0.1 and β 2 = −0.1. Thereby, the bias is given by the average difference between the estimated β 1 and β 2 parameters from their true values of −0.1, respectively, while the RMSE takes the averages of the squared differences between the estimated and the true parameters. Finally, the rejection rate is given by the share of replications where a t-test on the true parameter estimates of β 1 and β 2 being −0.1, respectively, rejects.
This small-scale Monte Carlo analysis illustrates the two mentioned potential sources of a bias. Since the data generating process is based on a lognormal model, the differences in the performance between the OLS estimator using only continuing firms and the ML estimator result from the approximation bias. In addition, a comparison of the HJM (weighted and unweighted) OLS estimators with the ML estimator illustrates the additional bias originating from both, the approximation and the pooling of the model using the HJM job creation rate as the dependent variable.
The first series of experiments assumes that σ = 0.1. In this case, extreme values of y iT and y i0 exhibit low probability weights, respectively, and the linear approximation of g iT should yield a small approximation error. Without entry and exit, i.e., p = 0 and q = 0, the bias and the RMSE are of similar size for the four considered estimators and the simulated rejection rates correspond to the nominal size of the t-test of 0.05.
Here, the only exception is the weighted HJM estimator which overrejects the firm age conditional mean estimates. In the experiments with a positive exit rate q = 0.2 and no Table 1 : Monte Carlo Simulations: 1,000 observations and 10,000 replications σ=0.1 σ=0.5 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.2 p = 0.2 p = 0 p = 0. p = 0.2 p = 0.2 q = 0 q = 0.2 q = 0 q = 0.2 q = 0 q = 0.2 q = 0 q = 0. entry p = 0 both the weighted and unweighted HJM estimators perform much worse, as both explanatory variables vary across firms in this group. However, also with positive entry p = 0.2, but no exit q = 0 we find large biases of the HJM estimators. Lastly the bias is most pronounced when both entry and exit occurs (p = 0.2 and q = 0.2). However, the simulation results also reveal that the weighted HJM-OLS estimator tends to exhibit smaller biases as compared to its unweighted counterpart. One reason for this result could be that under the imposed data generating process with random entry and exit, but a skewed firm size distribution, the discontinuities at −2 and 2 tend get lower weights as compared to the unweighted case. With positive entry or exit rates the t-tests tend to overreject and amount to as much as 97 percent at p = 0 and q = 0.2 in the absence of weighting, rendering the t-test useless in this case. In contrast, the OLS estimator that only uses continuing firms as well as the ML-estimator are hardly biased and the t-tests are properly sized.
Setting σ = 0.5 leads to similar results, although now more extreme values of y iT and y i0 tend to occur so that we observe a somewhat higher approximation bias in addition to the bias resulting from the inclusion of entering and exiting firms. The t-tests for the unweighted HJM estimators again overreject with actual sizes between 0.074 and 0.233 at nominal size 0.05. As expected, the increase in σ leads to slightly oversized t-tests for the model that only uses continuing firms, ranging from 0.065 to 0.076. By contrast, the ML estimator is not affected by an increased σ.
Who creates jobs in Austria?
For our empirical application we utilize data from the Austrian Social Security Database (ASSD). 7 The ASSD is an administrative data set which includes records for all employees in Austria. More precisely, the data set represents a daily calender of employment relationships between individuals and firms and, thus, allows for each point in time to calculate the (overall) number of employees in a respective firm. 8 Four our purposes, we calculate annual employment figures taking June 7th as our reference day for the time period from 1993 to 2009. In line with HJM we concentrate on firms operating in all non-farm business sectors.
The database comprises approximately 3 million firm-year observations, for which we apply the different estimators discussed above. We construct eight dummy variables for firm size and firm age, respectively. The classification into different size classes is based on the average firm size in the years t and t − 1. This classification is based on what HJM refer to as current size and allows to control for regression to the mean effects. It is also well in line with previous literature on how to tabulate economic variables over consecutive time periods (see, van de Stadt and Wansbeek 1990 for a formal treatment). Table 2 reports the estimation results, where we additionally control for industry and time fixed effects. The largest (firm size > 250 employees) and oldest firms (firm age > 20 years) form our reference group.
Columns (1) and (2) show the results from OLS estimators for the full sample and an entry dummy. In the first column we report employment-weighted conditional means in the spirit of HJM while column (2) depicts the results for unweighted OLS. These estimators provide relatively good model fits as indicated by R 2 -measures of 0.38 and 0.54, respectively. With regard to the employment-weighted conditional means for different firm size and firm age groups, we are able to, qualitatively, replicate the results obtained by HJM. 9 In comparison to the largest and oldest firms, smaller firms exhibit significantly lower net job creation rates, while younger firms tend to be crucial for job creation. Interestingly for one year old firms, the employment-weighted conditional means are estimated to be positive while its marginal effect from the non-weighted OLS estimator is negative. This deviating result is clearly driven by differences in the impact of firm entry on the employment-weighted conditional means in comparison to the non-weighted simple OLS estimator. More specifically, in column (2) the marginal effect of firm entry amounts to approximately 2.45 while the corresponding employment-weighted conditional mean is given by 2.14. This difference supports the view that employment-weighting might be able to reduce the bias induced by OLS estimation. Note, however, by definition the DHS growth rate for entering firms exactly amounts to a value of 2 and, thus, this (two-way) model specification of firm size and firm age provides inaccurate employment-weighted conditional means for e.g., all entrants irrespective of their firm size. As already discussed above this deviation stems from the bias in the OLS estimation, which occurs independently of whether OLS is accompanied by employment-weighting or not.
In the next step we focus on the OLS results for only continuing firms and compare them with our alternative ML approach. To start with, the exclusion of entering and exiting firms and the entry dummy variable worsens the fit of these models dramatically. (0.0019) (0.0010) (0.0039) (0.0013) Age 2 to 3 0.0219 * * * 0.0216 * * * 0.0642 * * * 0.0617 * * * 0.0675 * * * (0.0041) (0.0015) (0.0008) (0.0037) (0.0009) Age 4 to 5 0.0270 * * * 0.0397 * * * 0.0416 * * * −0.0196 * * * 0.0433 * * * (0.0027) (0.0015) (0.0008) (0.0042) (0.0009) Age 6 to 7 0.0303 * * * 0.0442 * * * 0.0301 * * * −0.0604 * * * 0.0314 * * * (0.0028) (0.0016) (0.0008) (0.0047) (0.0009) Age 8 to 10 0.0204 * * * 0.0404 * * * 0.0233 * * * −0.0693 * * * 0.0243 * * * (0.0027) (0.0015) (0.0007) (0.0046) (0.0008) Age 11 to 20 0.0148 * * * 0.0293 * * * 0.0136 * * * −0.0709 * * * 0.0147 * * * (0.0018) (0 This, however, is not surprising since, in case of unweighted OLS estimation, the net job creation rates of all entering firms are perfectly explained by the entry dummy. More importantly, however, the unweighted OLS estimates for continuing firms indicate negative and significant marginal firm size effects throughout suggesting that the largest firms are the most important job creators. By contrast, focusing on the ML estimator presented in column (5) we are hardly able to identify significant firm size effects for firms with more than five and less than 51 employees. Put differently, the net job creation rates of these small and medium sized firms are statistically identical with the ones of the largest firms. Focusing on the firm age effects, both the ML approach as well as the unweighted OLS estimator indicate that surviving young firms most positively contribute to job creation. The latter result is well in line with the employment-weighted conditional means for continuing firms reported by HJM (see, e.g., Figures 4 and 7 in HJM) . From a methodological point of view, the unweighted OLS estimates for continuing firms are relatively similar to the maximum likelihood results indicating that the approximation bias involved when applying OLS seems to be relatively moderate for the data at hand. 10 This is especially true for the firm age effects while we do observe some systematic differences in the marginal firm size effects across both different estimators.
Finally, column (3) of Table 2 reports the results from a Probit model for firm exit indicating that firm size and firm age are crucial determinants of firm survival. In particular, these estimates clearly imply that smaller and younger firms are more likely to be forced out of the market. The marginal effects of both, firm size and firm age, monotonically decrease suggesting that the largest and oldest firms that are captured by the constant are the most likely to survive. These findings are well in line with the large literature on market exit of firms (see, e.g., Caves 1998 for a survey) and with the discussion provided by HJM.
In order to more explicitly analyze the impact of firm size and age heterogeneity on net job creation, we classify firms as small or large and young or old relative to the median of the firm size and the firm age distributions, respectively. 11 In a baseline scenario, we predict net job creation rates taking the observed heterogeneity in firm size and age distributions into account. From these figures we subtract the predictions from a counterfactual that calculates (overall) job creation rates for a hypothetical situation, where all firms are of median size and median age. As a result, we obtain a quantification of the overall contribution of the groups of small or large and young or old firms to net job creation. This approach also allows us to unify the results from the three-part model by calculating expected exit rates from the Probit model reported in Table 2 . In contrast, for this exercise we simply add the jobs created by entering firms. Consequently, entry is taken to be exogenously given and does not affect the marginal effects of age and size. In this way, one obtains the overall quantitative effects of firm heterogeneity. These are to be interpreted as average marginal impacts of age and size as we hold the remaining (industry and time) dummy variables constant.
For this analysis we have to take into account that the aggregate net job creation rates defined in equations (3) and (4) use weights that themselves depend on g it . Therefore, based on the definition of g it in equation (1), we calculate new weights for the baseline and for the counterfactual scenarios inserting
into both equations for the continuing firms and exiting firms, respectively. For entrants we use their birth size (y it ) as weights. In order to deal with possible differences of weights between the baseline and the counterfactual, we utilize the average weights of the two scenarios for calculating the labor shares and the overall marginal effects. Table 3 reports the results for both the HJM weighted and unweighted OLS estimators as well as for the alternative maximum likelihood procedure. With regard to the latter we also distinguish between a model with constant exit probabilities (i.e., without a Probit for exit) and the full three-part procedure. For each estimator and firm group we separately report the average marginal effects and the labor shares. Multiplying the marginal effects with the labor shares yields the overall contribution of each respective firm group To start with, the different estimators indicate that entry and exit dynamics are crucial for overall job creation. This can be seen in the upper parts of each of the 4 panels in Table 3 . The HJM OLS estimators and the ML estimator with endogenous survival probabilities indicate a negative (positive) impact of small (large) firms on net job creation. By contrast, when applying the ML estimator with constant exit probabilities, these marginal effects are negative for all (small and large) old firms. This result documents that assuming constant exit rates across firms of different size and age might lead to a misjudgment regarding their importance for net job creation.
In order to calculate each firm group's impact on overall job creation we have to take into account that the labor share employed in small firms only amounts to approximately 10 percent and weight their contribution to the total effect of firm heterogeneity accordingly.
Turning to each firm group's overall contribution to net job creation (see the last three lines in each of the four panels in Table 3 ), the (weighted and unweighted) HJM estimators indicate that the old-large firms contribute most to net job creation (3.71 and 3.83 %points), while small-young firms are responsible for the largest bulk of destroyed jobs (-0.55 and -1.27%-points). Job creation rates in Austrian, therefore, seem to differ substantially from those found by HJM for the US economy. By contrast, when applying maximum likelihood estimation with constant exit probabilities, the HJM result re-emerges implying that the young (small and large) firms contribute positively to overall job creation (1.14 %points). Moreover, this estimator indicates that also large-old firms contribute negatively to overall net job creation (-0.38 %-points) .
Finally, the three-part model that combines the estimation of exit probabilities with the ML estimates for continuing firms, again suggests that the group of small firms contributes negatively to overall net job creation (-1.65 %-points). By contrast, larger firms exhibit positive job creation rates with the quantitative effect being most pronounced for the group of large-old firms. Consequently, in qualitative terms the consistent three-part model leads to similar results as both the weighted and unweighted HJM OLS estimators. In quantitative terms, however, the unweighted HJM estimator overestimates the job creation rates of large-old firms and underestimates the impact of the other three groups of firms. Specifically, this implies that the impact of the group of all small firms (old and young) and and young-large firms is underestimated. In total, for our sample of Austrian firms, the HJM estimator underestimates the overall impact of the heterogeneity in firm size and age on net job creation by approximately 18.4% (i.e., (4.229−3.450)
4.229
). The weighted HJM estimator also overestimates (underestimates) the impact of large-old (large-young) firms, but, in contrast to its unweighted counterpart, also overestimates the marginal effects for both groups of small firms. Overall, the latter weighted estimator overestimates the impact of firm heterogeneity by approximately 5% (i.e., (4.458−4.229) 4.458 ). This last result again supports the view that the weighting scheme proposed by HJM is able to reduce the bias of the OLS-estimator for the DHS job creation rate as dependent variable.
Conclusions
The analysis of (net) job creation by firms with different characteristics has a long tradition in economics. For a long time the discussion has been dominated by the question which (small or large) firms are the more important net job creators. Only recently, HJM highlighted the role of firm age where their results indicate that young firms are the most crucial (net) creators of jobs.
From a methodological point of view, the incorporation of firm entry and firm exit in the analysis of job creation rates has been a serious challenge and DH and DHS proposed a generalized measure of firm growth which permits such an integrated treatment. Their measure of job creation is defined for the closed interval of -2 to 2, where -2 (2) corresponds to firm entry (exit). While this measure might provide a convenient way to descriptively analyze net job creation at the aggregate level, it might also cause some problems when applied to firm level data and, thus, the DHS growth rate demands a specific econometric treatment.
This paper analytically shows that simple OLS estimation of the DHS growth rate at the firm level leads to biased and inconsistent slope parameter estimates. The bias results from two sources, namely from an approximation bias that stems from the implicit linear approximation of the model when applying OLS. The second source of bias comes from the discontinuities of the job creation rate distribution at -2 and 2 that are typically controlled for by the inclusion of entry and/or exit dummies. Moreover, this bias also carries-over to the estimation of employment-weighted conditional means when applying weighted OLS in the spirit of HJM. Consequently, the obtained conditional means might be imperfect estimates for the role of firm size and firm age for net job creation, respectively.
As an alternative one can estimate a three-part model for the DHS growth rate that provides consistent slope parameter estimates under the assumption of a lognormal distribution of the firm size of continuing firms. Moreover, the job creation effects of entering and/or exiting firms can be estimated with Probit models. A small-scale Monte Carlo simulation exercise confirms that the ML estimator provides consistent estimates, while the OLS procedure, that uses all firms (as proposed by HJM), causes biased slope parameters. In a similar vein, this Monte Carlo simulation exercise reveals that employment-weighted conditional means are also biased when applying weighted OLS regression. Finally, we apply these different estimators to a sample of Austrian firms in order to analyze the impact of heterogeneity in firm size and age. Taking differences in the exit probabilities across firm size and age classes into account, our results indicate that the group of small firms contributes negatively to overall net job creation. By contrast, the contribution of large firms is positive. Unlike the evidence provided by HJM for the US, our data do not reveal a clear-cut result for the role of firm age for job creation. Furthermore, the application of the unweighted HJM procedure underestimates the overall impact of the heterogeneity in firm size and age on net job creation by approximately 18% while the weighting scheme proposed by HJM leads to an overestimated overall impact of only 5%.
where n x , n c and n n denotes the number of exiting, continuing and entering firms, respectively. Inserting the true model g = Xβ+Dα + ε and using M D D = 0 yields β = (X M D X) −1 X M D (Xβ+Dα + ε)
The DHS job creation rate is defined as follows: For exiting firms with y it = 0 we measure g it = −2 and for entering firms with y i,t−1 = 0 we have g it = 2. In these cases the error terms ε it,x = −2 − x it,x β and ε it,n = 2 − x it,n β are non-stochastic, i.e.,
if y it = 0 and y i,t−1 = 0 2 − x it,n β−α if y i,t−1 = 0 (entry).
It follows that
To analyze the consistency of this estimator we assume that the following limits exist:
1. lim n→∞ n −1 (X x M D X x ) = Q, which is non-singular.
2. lim n→∞ n −1 x X x e x = Q x .
3. lim n→∞ n −1 x X x X x = Q xx .
4. lim n→∞ n −1 n X n I nn − d (d d) −1 d X n = Q n . Then we have
lim
2 n x n n −1 x X x e x + n x n n −1 x X x X x β) + n n n n −1 n X n I nn − d (d d) −1 d X n β lim n→∞ E[ β − β] = −δ x Q −1 (2Q x + Q xx β) − δ n Q −1 Q n β.
Using a standard law of large numbers, and under the assumptions stated above, it follows that plim n→∞ nc n n −1 c X c ε c = 0 so that plim n→∞ β − β = −δ x Q −1 (2Q x + Q xx β) − δ n Q −1 Q n β.
Observe that X n I nn − d (d d) −1 d X n = X n X n − (1/n n ) X n (e n e n ) X n .
From the last equation it becomes obvious that the slope parameters β are biased and estimated inconsistently for two reasons: First, the entries in X n may not be invariant within the group of entering firms. Second, lim n→∞ n −1 x X x (2e x + X x β) = 0, which will occur if −2e x = X x β. This is a consequence of the pooling assumption.
A.2 A simple example for the bias in a two way interaction model
This subsection provides a simple illustration of the bias in a two way interaction model (see, e.g., Searle, 1987, chapter 4 ) that only contains dummies for size and age groups and interactions thereof (index by i = 1, ..., s and j = 1, ..., a, respectively). Thereby, the first age group refers to (zero aged) entering firms. For simplicity, we consider a cell i and j in in a cross-section of DHS job creation rates, g ijk , between two periods t and t − 1 and skip the time index. The econometric model is then given by
The corresponding cell weights are denoted by w ijk = y ij,kt +y ij,kt−1 n ij k=1 y kt +y k,t−1 , where n ij k=1 w ijk = 1 and, for now, we treat them as fixed and exogenously given. The OLS estimator minimizes the weighted sum of squared residuals (WS). This, the first order condition,
